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E-BE Class 4 
 

E-BE DVDs Counter Time: ([Evolutionary Path...] DVD 2) 00:00 – 00:40 min. 

 
Questions and Answers 

 
 

1. Today on Earth there are people born through reversed matrices. What 
“problem” are they facing? 
• They have the codes of the reversed matrices. The problem with those matrices is 

that they severed their connection between the Rishi and the Avatar levels of 
identity, the Raja Hova Body of Harmonic Universe (HU) -5 and the Mahara 
Hova Body of HU-4. 

 
2. What is the solution to heal that pattern? 

• The solution is to connect with the Rishi through Keylontic Science techniques 
and guided meditations. Ordinations also accelerate this process of healing. 
 

3. What was the set-up strategy used by the reversed matrices here on Earth? 
• The set-up strategy was to create social structures or foundations of our societies 

that we took as granted, leaving us unaware of their purpose. These conditions are 
set up by matrices that are not serving the evolution of Christ. These structures 
include social-economical structures, people who have and people who have not, 
people who have who are not giving to the ones not having, religious structures 
purposely keeping us not being able to make a conscious bond with the rest of 
ourselves. We have been programmed and brainwashed to believe in ourselves as 
limited beings with a limited life span that are born for a reason and die for 
another, without a clear purpose for all things. 

 
4. What is the opportunity for us during this Ascension Cycle?  

• Our DNA has a chance to repair itself very rapidly and we have a chance to 
expand our consciousness very rapidly as well. 

 
5. Why have the Illuminati families here on Earth become nowadays very                 

“motivated” to stop the Ascension cycle? 
• The Illuminati don’t know to what higher identities they are attached any more 

than anybody else does. There is a natural line of communication between the 
Rishi, Avatar, Oversoul, Soul and the Incarnate Identity down here. There is a 
natural set of impulses that come down through this line of communication. But 
the Illuminati have severed their connection with their Rishi. They don’t know 
they are serving an agenda that is out of line—they only know it is a natural pulse 
of their consciousness. 
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6. What is the factor that determines what will happen this Ascension cycle? 

• Whoever controls the Vortices (7 primary Earth chakras) in 2012 will determine 
what happens in this Ascension cycle. 

 
7. The Illuminati cannot stop the Ascension cycle. It is already started. But what 

can they do instead? 
• They can create disharmony within the Hova Bodies of the planet. When those 

Hova Bodies try to merge with the Hova Bodies of Tara they will become chaotic, 
blocking the Earth Ascension process. 

 
8. What is the key to dealing with the Illuminati matrices?  

• To learn that we have Higher Bodies of consciousness and learn what to do to 
begin integrating them.   

 
9. In what respect does the Earth populations’ critical mass become important? 

• The Earth’s population is linked with the Morphogenetic Field of Planet Earth. 
We have the ability to shift the Monadic reversal that is affecting the people down 
here from the reversed matrix. The codes of Earth’s population can be shifted 
back to their original coding in order to connect them to their Rishi and their God 
Seed.  

 
10. How can channelling be a bad thing, and how are the Illuminati trying to use it? 

• Channelling becomes bad if it is not used with awareness. The Illuminati are 
trying to get control of the Earth grids. They are trying to get hold of key light 
workers that have certain genetic codes that resonate specially with the grids so 
they can control the grids through them. They’re using channelling to give those 
light workers distorted information. They are giving them energy techniques that 
are really meant to crash the grids to make sure they can’t merge for ascension. 

 
11. What is the meaning of giving ourselves the gift of controlling our Mental Body? 

How can we start to control our thoughts? 
• We have to become aware of what thoughts go through our heads. We have to 

realize we are creating a Morphogenetic Field that will manifest somewhere 
inside us and in our life experience.  

• We have to spend some time with ourselves in a state of contemplation and 
observe the whole scenario in the “back” of our heads, a scenario made of images, 
impressions, things to do, past, present and future. First we need to become aware 
of our thoughts, then we try to stop them a little bit, slowing them down, then 
question where they are coming from. Ask the question: “Does this thought serve 
my growth?” 

 
12. What is a Melchizedek? 

The Melchizedek is a God Seed. It is the name of the tonal resonance vibration 
pattern, which translates into a word down here, of one of the God Seeds in the 
Source Matrix. It is the God Seed that the human design was created through. So, 
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“Melchizedek” would be the name of the vibration of that energy that serves the 
collective human race throughout the galaxies. It is also the name of the race line 
associated with the human race. 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 
 
 
1. Halls of Amenti 
The Halls of Amenti are Time Portal passages that link to star systems. They link from 
Earth in this Harmonic Universe to the next Harmonic Universe, in which Earth is called 
Tara, and the next one, in which it is called Gaia. 
 
2. Vortices 
In this material Vortices are referred to as the 7 primary chakras of the planet Earth. 
 
3. Channelling 
Channelling is our ability to channel the information and the identity, the frequency, of 
those Higher Bodies down into our bodies here. The frequency changes into a hologram 
that comes into manifest reality. When we start to pull frequency from our higher 
dimensional bodies with the intent to develop the ability of translating them into our 
home language, we can establish a conscious relationship with those higher aspects of our 
own being.  
 
4. Ordination 
Ordination is a contract bond between you “down here” and the Rishi “up there.” 
Through the process of Ordination your DNA strands are activated. 
 
5. Holographic inserts 
Holographic inserts are pictures that are put in our minds and attached to our own 
pictures so we don’t see the difference. They can be made so intense that you will fixate 
on those pictures and they will guide you. It might be thoughts that you can’t shake and 
become fixated on. 
 
6. Soul integration 
In Soul integration, 6 DNA strands are activated. 
 
7. Melchizedek 
Melchizedek is a race line associated with the human race. 
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Multiple Choice 
 
 
1. Earth is run by the  

(a) Families of light 
(b) Illuminati matrices 
(c) Light workers 
(d) Rishis  
 

2. What period of time is Ash saying is very sensitive and represents our window of 
opportunity for ascension?  
(a) 1990–2000 
(b) 2000–2012 
(c) 2000–2017 
(d) 2012–2017 

 
3. When are the Halls of Amenti scheduled to open? 

(a) 2000 
(b) 2012 
(c) 2017 
(d) 2022  

 
4. Where are our minds located? 

(a) In D4, our Astral awareness 
(b) In D5, our Archetype 
(c) In D6, our Celestial consciousness 
(d) All of the above 

 
5. Where is our subconscious mind located? 

(a) Between D1 and D2 
(b) In D2 
(c) Between D2 and D3 
(d) In D4  

 
6. What are our thoughts creating? 

(a) Reality 
(b) Hologram 
(c) Morphogenetic Fields 
(d) Images  

 
7. What techniques are used by the Illuminati in order to control our thoughts? 

(a) Channelling 
(b) Earth grids 
(c) Electrical lines 
(d) All of the above  
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8. When is the Frequency Fence scheduled for launch on a mass level? 

(a) 2000 
(b) 2004 
(c) 2006 
(d) 2012  

 
9. What is the level of dimensional consciousness that will not allow the Frequency 

Fence to work on you?  
(a) 3 
(b) 3.5 
(c) 4.5 
(d) 5  

 
10.  What is the consequence of activating dormant DNA by bringing into the body 

the D5 Archetype? 
(a) The body expands enough to hold 5th dimensional consciousness 
(b) The body can hold the HU-2 dimensional consciousness 
(c) Neurological connections activate 
(d) All of the above  

 
11. How many God Seeds exist within the Source? 

(a) Two sets of 12 
(b) 12 
(c) 24 
(d)  a & c 

 
12. What does a patriarchal Melchizedek organization sustain? 

(a) No gender superiority 
(b) Superiority of male gender 
(c) Superiority of female gender 
(d) None of the above 

 
 

Six Steps Toward Joy 
 
 
4.     Choose Your Response: ACT rather than REACT. We can change how we feel in 
any moment by changing our judgments of a situation. Take time to re-perceive 
circumstances of upset and reframe our judgments in search of the hidden gifts and 
potentials. In any moment we can CHOOSE how we will respond. How can I reframe 
this, and what is the best way to respond for joy? 
 
(Taken from Angelic Realities handbook, page 78.) 
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Multiple Choice Answers:  
1. B, 2. C, 3. B, 4. D, 5. A, 6. C, 7. D, 8. B, 9. C, 10. D, 11.  D, 12. B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major 
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced 
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording. 
 


